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Abstract

Our thinking often uses rich memories of particular past events. Yet frequently we would do
better to use other forms of memory. I show that existing accounts of the function of episodic
memory cannot account for such cases, then develop an account which can. Roughly: rich
representations of particular past events are required for Unrestricted Learning, learning
which is not limited in how much of the world’s complexity it can capture; and episodic
memory’s selection for Unrestricted Learning could explain its ubiquitous (and often inap-
propriate) use for other tasks. This proposal suggests many avenues for further empirical and
computational research.

1. Introduction
Our thinking often revolves around rich memories of particular past events. Yet in
many uses of such memories, it is unclear why. Consider some representative cases:

RECIPE: You want to make that cauliflower curry — the one you first
made three years ago. Your problem: you cannot find the
recipe. Your solution: trying to recreate it by recalling the
particular occasion on which you made it — including where
you were, who was there, and even conversations you had
and how you felt.

GRENOBLE: You are considering visiting Grenoble. Part of the decision rests
on what Grenoble is like. You have been to Grenoble multiple
times, but you turn to memories of a particular day, including
details unlikely to recur, or to matter— the shape of the clouds,
the smell of the perfume of someone on the train, the shape you
noticed of several houses.

Representing all this extraneous detail and tying it to particular events seems a
spectacular waste of resources. Only the general patterns — the recipe, the gist of
Grenoble — are important to the tasks. We have other forms of memory which
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abstract away from specifics to only include such general patterns. Prima facie, such
memories should be cheaper to store and easier to operate with. So, we frequently
expend energy recalling a pointless amount of distracting detail. Why?

Solving this puzzle turns out to have far-reaching implications. There are many
accounts of what episodic memory is for, and I will argue that most cannot answer
the puzzle. Furthermore, my answer will teach important lessons about the contri-
bution of memory to general, flexible intelligence. According to my answer, rich
memories of particular events are useful for what I will call Unrestricted Learning.
Roughly, this is the ability to continue improving one’s model of one’s environment
without limit, in contrast with forms of learning that are inherently restricted in the
amount of complexity they can capture.

§2 clarifies terms, and shows the underappreciated range of potential alternatives
to episodic memory, enabling §3 to lay out the puzzle more carefully. §4 shows how
various proposals for episodic memory’s function fail to solve the puzzle and extracts
a set of desiderata for adequate solutions. §§5-6 lay out my positive account, which
fulfils these desiderata. §5 explicates Unrestricted Learning and shows how it meets
some of the desiderata. §6 completes this task by showing how to explain the ubiquity
of episodic memory, even in cases which are not obviously instances of Unrestricted
Learning. §7 replies to objections, and §8 concludes.

2. Episodic memory and its alternatives
For the purposes of this paper, “episodic memory” will refer to any rich memory of a
particular past event. Clarification of the components of this stipulative definition is
in order.

By “richness,” I mean a memory’s including a large number of details, bound
together into a unified representation. When recalling your graduation, you might
merely recall the bare fact that it involved a long speech. But you might instead recall
a great deal of information in one package — sensory information including how
different locations, people, and items looked, sounded, etc., alongside (at least)
emotions, associations, and contextual background. And this information might be
unified, rather than a series of separate memories of individual features that happen
to be of the same event. This is not the place for a full account of this unity. But one
salient aspect will be that accessing any individual piece of information in the package
makes accessing the rest of the package much more likely.1

By “particular event” I mean a token event as opposed to an event-type.
It might be supposed that richness already guarantees particularity, given that the

richer the representation, the more likely it is to pick out a combination of features
unique to just one event. However, it is important to distinguish a specific—and hence
rarely instantiated — event-type from a particular event-token. Tim’s tenth birthday
party might in fact be the lone instantiation of the kind an event in which a couple
looking precisely like Tim’s parents in their forties host a tenth birthday party for their child,
and lightning hits the birthday cake. But, in principle, multiple events could instantiate
this kind.

1 Richness in this sense likely has deep connections to imagery, and both of these likely have deep
connections to the sense of “reliving.” Pinning down the precise relationship between the three is a task
for another paper.
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Representing specific event-types and representing event-tokens are rather
different enterprises, governed by different norms. If another event is discovered
on a distant planet which also involves a lightning strike and doppelgängers of
Tim’s family, then a representation of the specific event-type enumerated above
should be applied to it; but “Tim’s tenth birthday party,” a representation of the
particular event-token, should not. Likewise, representing the particular object
Tim — which could be achieved in many ways, including using a definite description
(“the boy who attracts lightning”), demonstrative (“that boy”), or name (“Tim”)— is
a rather different enterprise to representing a specific type (e.g. boys who attract
lightning).

These distinctions help us get clear on other forms of memory which could be used
instead of episodic memory for different tasks. It is common, following Tulving (1972),
to introduce episodic memory by contrasting it with procedural memory— concerning
how to perform activities, such as cycling— and with semantic memory— concerning
bare facts, like remembering that Bamako is the capital of Mali. It is controversial
exactly how to distinguish between different forms of memory, but particularity
and richness will play an important role. If procedural memory involves representa-
tion at all, it does not represent particular events. Meanwhile, semantic memories —
at least, those memories that concern just bare facts — are not rich. However, given
that we have distinguished richness from particularity, we can recognize further
forms of memory which are either not rich or not particular.

There are rich memories which are of (potentially very specific) event-types rather
than tokens, such as remembering your normal morning routine, what lunch was
generally like at your school, or a movie clip you have seen multiple times (for related
discussions in philosophy, psychology, and neuroscience, see Addis, Moscovitch,
Crawley, and McAndrews, 2004; Burge, 2011; J. Campbell, 1994; Franklin, Norman,
Ranganath, Zacks, and Gershman, 2020; Ghosh and Gilboa, 2014; Lee, Aly, and
Baldassano, 2021).

Additionally, there are non-rich memories about particular events. Examples
include remembering facts about historical events where one wasn’t even present,
remembering one’s date of birth, or remembering that one passed an algebra exam
at sixteen without remembering the exam itself.

One might worry about how to classify some of these cases. For example, Rubin
and Umanath (2015) and Andonovski (2020) have argued in effect that rich, non-
particular memories should count as episodic memories, while many would define
“episodic memory” by appeal to different features, such as a special phenomenology,
or the use of the hippocampus. However, “episodic memory” can be treated here as a
convenient label for a stipulatively defined class of cases, of interest because they give
rise to a certain sort of puzzle. I now turn to that puzzle.

3. The puzzle
As suggested above, many of the tasks for which we seem to use episodic memory are
puzzling because, prima facie, they would be better tackled with alternative forms of
memory, such as rich non-particular memories or semantic memories. Closely related
puzzles are expressed by many others, including Lengyel and Dayan (2007, 889),
Hoerl and McCormack (2016, 241), and Schulz and Robins (2022, 15). To illustrate
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the contours of the puzzle, I will elaborate on the reasons why some existing
proposals fail to fully solve it.

The most direct solution is to deny that we do frequently richly remember partic-
ular events. One might agree that rich memories are frequent, but claim that most of
our rich memories are really only specific. Andonovski (2020) draws attention to many
examples of memories that are often classified as “episodic,” involve a sense of
reliving, represent spatial setting and perspective, and involve the medial temporal
lobe, but which turn out not to be about particular events. These would include the
rich but non-particular memories discussed above such as remembering one’s school
dinners; but Andonovski points out that even some examples Tulving gave when orig-
inally introducing the term to the literature, like remembering meeting “a retired sea
captain who knew more jokes than any other person I have ever met,” might fall into
this category. However, while it is true that many do somewhat overestimate the rela-
tive frequency of rich, particular memories in this way (as Andonovski details), that
frequency is high enough to be puzzling. It is not clear how one could ascertain a
precise quantitative estimate of episodic memories.2 But RECIPE and GRENOBLE
are not atypical. Most people immediately recognize such cases, and can readily
generate more.

At this juncture, it might be questioned whether RECIPE, GRENOBLE, and similar
intuitive cases really are particular, as opposed to misclassified highly specific memo-
ries. A full reply to this worry would require defending a substantive account of what
makes it the case that a memory represents a particular event rather than a specific
event-type. However, it is telling that we do often implicitly respect the particularity/
specificity difference in our ordinary memory-based thinking in a way that suggests
that many of these memories are particular. Having a rich memory of the times I used
to cook cauliflower curry with Yara and Zara feels different subjectively to a rich memory
of that time I cooked cauliflower curry with Yara and Zara— and we do have both sorts of
memory. If we find we have mistaken one for the other (for example by rereading old
diaries and discovering that we have amalgamated events which happened on
different nights with Yara and Zara into one event), we are surprised and discon-
certed, perhaps coming to distrust other features of the memory in question. We treat
the memory as having illegitimately merged distinct events, unlike those memories
which wear their status as summaries of specific event-kinds on their faces, applying
different norms to the two cases. We treat it as making sense (if sometimes a hopeless
endeavour) to search for a particular time at which the events we remember
occurred.

Another initially appealing solution would have it that episodic memory is for
informing us about things we have experienced. In GRENOBLE and RECIPE, we use
episodic memory because it is one way of accessing information about curries and
Grenoble.

At some level, this answer is correct. But it fails to tell us why we use episodic
memory rather than other forms of memory. What these tasks call for is generic

2 Andonovski (2020) cites Barsalou’s (1988) finding that 21% of subjects’ reports when asked to recall
events from the previous summer are clearly about particular events; but it is debatable how closely
these numbers track number of memories available or accessed, or how far we should expect this number
to generalise to other tasks and situations.
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information — a repeatable recipe or repeatable features of Grenoble. They do not
call for rich, unique information about a particular past event. Such information is at
best irrelevant, and arguably a costly distraction.

We can get clearer on these costs by understanding learning and cognition as
involving algorithms for constructing and operating with statistical models. Such
computational accounts of memory and learning are becoming increasingly sophisti-
cated. But to begin, we can consider a very simple model an animal might learn
through implementing a very simple algorithm. Suppose you want to collect nectar
effectively. A good way to do this is to use a model that predicts where nectar is to be
found. A good way to learn this model might be to learn average nectar levels at
different locations, throwing away other information about those locations—such
as the fact that you once heard a sparrow chirp while you were there—as irrelevant.

One might think remembering particular events would be useful for learning the
relevant averages. You could visit a location t times and store each particular occasion
i’s nectar level Yi, summing these and dividing them by t to calculate the mean Yt:

Yt �
Pt

i�1 Yi
t

(1)

However, an alternative method would be to update Yt each visit, throwing away
the particular data as soon as it is incorporated into your running average (See e.g.
Sutton & Barto 2018 for numerous examples like this). This could be done by setting
Y1 � Y1 then updating this initial estimate like so:

Yt �
t � 1� �Yt�1 � Yt

t
(2)

(Eq. 1) and (Eq. 2) give the same results, but (Eq. 2) does not require memory for
particular visits. The estimate Yt�1 already incorporates Yt-1, Yt-2 and so on.

This sort of formalism does encapsulates why remembering particular events is
unnecessary for many tasks where more generic forms of memory are available.
But it also helps us get clear on the costs of storing such episodes individually
and in rich detail. Such memory is not simply pointless, but expensive in several
respects.

Firstly, particularity requires special machinery. The easiest kind of learning to
implement in neural networks is simple Hebbian learning. Hebbian learning essen-
tially achieves a more complex version of the above example: it incrementally adjusts
connection weights to amalgamate information from all of one’s experiences into one
representation, from which those individual experiences can no longer be extracted.
It is not impossible to represent particular experiences uniquely with neural networks:
with the right kind of structure they can represent anything (Piantadosi 2021).
However, this does require specialized structure and imposes attendant costs.

Richness also carries costs, relative to representing bare facts: actively repre-
senting many details presumably requires resources, and these seem wasted if these
details are irrelevant.

Episodic memories likely are not just resource-heavy, but carry performance costs,
thanks to being worse-suited to many tasks than alternative forms of memory.
Predictions based on summary statistics incorporating information from many expe-
riences will typically be better than generalizing from a handful of experiences that
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happen to be individually recalled. Indeed, several common failings of human cogni-
tion from the classic heuristics and biases literature (Tversky and Kahneman 1974)
arguably relate to our overreliance on particulars. For example, even when explicitly
asked to estimate the probability of a random sample of men having an average
height of greater than 6’, we simply give the same answer, irrespective of whether
the sample is of size 10, 100, or 1000, suggesting we are insensitive to the appropriate
calculations and instead use a rule of thumb, perhaps based on a few particular men
that happen to come to mind. Indeed, a tendency to base judgements on how easily
particular cases come to mind shows up in other classic results along these lines that
relate to events specifically: we have a tendency to assess the probability of events
based on the ease with which similar events can be brought to mind, even when that
ease is driven by salience. For example, estimates of the probability that a house will
burn down will be higher for subjects who have seen a house burn down than for
subjects who have merely read about it in the newspaper, even though the relevant
statistical information they receive may be identical. This is plausibly because they
are more likely to access a memory representing that particular house fire and more
likely to use general statistical information or other events if they merely read about
the fire. Finally, compulsive or addictive behaviour can be caused by undue fixation
on a single, unrepresentative event: addicts often seem to be driven by a rich memory
of intense, positive experiences the first time they took a drug, which is not repre-
sentative of their subsequent interactions with the drug (Bornstein and Pickard 2020).

Episodically remembering may impose further costs insofar as episodic memories’
richness makes it inefficient to process them. Some inefficiency may arise simply
from dealing with the many task-irrelevant details represented qua richness.
These problems will be compounded if some of these irrelevant features attract atten-
tion, or trigger irrelevant emotional associations. And they will be compounded
further if multiple particular memories are considered. Hyperthymesia, where indi-
viduals automatically recall abnormally many events, in abnormally great detail, can
be overwhelming (Parker, Cahill, and McGaugh 2006).

We have refined the puzzle to: why do we use episodic memories in contexts where
other forms of memory would seem cheaper and more effective to store, retrieve, and
operate on? Before introducing further potential solutions, we can further refine it by
asking how it relates to the much-discussed issue of the function of episodic memory
(Allen and Fortin 2013; Boyer 2008; 2009; Boyle 2019; 2021; Buckner and Carroll 2007;
De Brigard 2014; Klein 2014; Klein, Cosmides, Tooby, and Chance 2002; Mahr and
Csibra 2018; Michaelian 2016; Rasmussen and Berntsen 2009; Schacter, Addis, and
Buckner 2007; Schacter, Guerin, and Jacques 2011; Schulz and Robins 2022;
Suddendorf and Corballis 1997; 2007; Templer and Hampton 2013).

Schwartz (2020) argues that this literature is often ambiguous between asking
about the causal role episodic memory plays in producing specific phenomena, and
the selection pressures that shaped the evolution of episodic memory. Our puzzle is
closer to the evolutionary question: it looks for advantages to the way we do things
to explain why we do them this way rather than another way, and will not be
answered merely by articulating the role episodic memory in fact plays. However,
the evolutionary question is often framed in terms of why a system capable of episod-
ically remembering exists in humans. The question here, by contrast, is about our
widespread use of episodic remembering. This is shaped by learning and intentional
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control as well as natural selection. An answer to our puzzle could appeal to any
combination of the past survival value of inherited traits, cultural factors shaping
learning, and occasion-specific (albeit possibly only dimly appreciated) reasons indi-
viduals have for episodically remembering. Any of the evolutionary accounts of
episodic memory in the literature could answer our puzzle, and we will consider them
in this light, but we will see that they are inadequate. This is partly because they were
intended as answers to a slightly different question.

Most of these accounts fail to meet at least one of the following desiderata: recon-
ciling episodic memory’s relative expensiveness thanks to its being both (1) rich and
(2) about particular events, with (3) its ubiquitous use, even for memories of (4) long
past events. Rather than discussing every account in the literature in detail, I will
choose a few which illustrate these desiderata.

4. Desiderata for a solution
One prominent view— simulationism — holds that episodic memory should be seen
in terms of a broader system for simulating future events and counterfactual
scenarios.3 There are many versions of this idea. For our purposes it could be devel-
oped in two different ways: claiming that episodic memory per se was not selected
for, but was rather a side effect of selection for a system that simulates future/coun-
terfactual events; and claiming that episodic memory was selected for some role it
plays in supporting the simulation of future/counterfactual events.4 Each faces a
distinct problem if offered as an account of why we so frequently episodically
remember.

The side effect view faces a problem in accounting for ubiquity. Even if the main
reason we have the capacity for remembering particular events in rich detail lies in a
more general-purpose simulation system, this does not explain why we exercise this
capacity so frequently, especially if many of these exercises are costly and inappro-
priate relative to other processes we could be using. Schulz and Robins (2022) empha-
size that suboptimal traits can persist for some time if selection pressures against
them are weak enough. However, this point is not enough to solve the problem.
Firstly, the reasons outlined above justify suspecting that the selection pressures
against our use of episodic memory are relatively strong. Secondly, even if Schulz
and Robins can explain the persistence of our apparent widespread misuse of episodic
memory, they do not have an explanation of its emergence. The capacity for episodic
memory may be a by-product of developing simulated future planning; but this does
not explain why we in fact came to exercise this capacity so often, given that many of
the costs identified above are incurred by each use of episodic memory.

3 Prominent expressions of simulationism include De Brigard (2014); Hassabis, Kumaran, and Maguire
(2007); Klein (2015); Michaelian (2016); Schacter, Addis, and Buckner (2007); Schacter, Guerin, and Jacques
(2011); Suddendorf and Corballis (2007); and Tulving (2005).

4 It is not always obvious which of these views different simulationists are advocating (and exegesis is
complicated by different uses of “episodic memory”). A relatively clear example of advocacy of the side-
effect view can be found in Schulz and Robins (2022) (although they would resist many claims about what
memory is which typically fall under the label “simulationism”), while a relatively clear example of advo-
cacy of the simulation-supporting view is Schacter et al. (2007).
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The simulation-supporting view does not straightforwardly face this problem; it
can say episodic memory is ubiquitous because simulation is ubiquitously useful,
and requires episodic memories to provide “ingredients.” However, it is not clear that
simulation really does require any such thing. Indeed, we can look at any uses of
episodic memory to provide such ingredients as instances of our puzzle. It would seem
to make more sense to use amalgamated event-kinds and/or individual components
instead, extracting and incrementally updating such raw materials for future simu-
lation at the time of encoding without storing particular events.

Side effect views are not the only views to struggle with explaining episodic
memory’s ubiquity. Other accounts explain the use of episodic memory in very
specific circumstances, but have little to say about most of the occasions on which
it is used. For example, Hoerl and McCormack (2016) make the plausible suggestion
that some kinds of regret require episodic memory. Plausible, but irrelevant to most
uses of episodic memory, including GRENOBLE and RECIPE. Mahr and Csibra (2018),
meanwhile, emphasize the use of rich episodic memory for establishing special
epistemic authority with respect to past events in certain social contexts. But many
of our uses of episodic memory (including RECIPE, plotting your route through a city
by thinking about particular occasions you were at certain locations, and reflecting on
a particular occasion on which you beat a difficult video game to try to generate more
general lessons about how to beat it on other occasions) appear unrelated to such
uses. Indeed, Mahr (2019) explicitly claims that representing the past is only useful
in social contexts— but in that case, why do we so often use such representations for
non-social tasks?

Other accounts do a better job of explaining the ubiquity of the states they dub
“episodic memory,” but do not explain the ubiquity of states which are about partic-
ular events. For example, a number of recent computational models have a role for
something called “episodic memory” which on close inspection requires only rich-
ness, not particularity. Lengyel and Dayan (2007) in effect suggest that in extremely
complicated environments, rather than trying to extract abstract features of
scenarios in which certain actions are rewarding, it can make sense instead to store
detailed records of successful episodes, and to attempt to reproduce identical
sequences of actions in similar scenarios. However, they do not carefully distinguish
specificity, being learnable on the basis of a single training example, and representing
a particular event; and arguably, their solution to complexity only requires repre-
senting specific episode-types. Consider what such a system should do after repeating
an action based on a single successful past experience and again being rewarded: it
ought to strengthen this one memory, not create a memory of a second distinct event.
Similar points could arguably be made about, for example, Franklin, Norman,
Ranganath, Zacks, and Gershman’s (2020) more complex model, although showing
this in detail is beyond the scope of this paper.

Note that these sorts of models can explain why we use rich but non-particular
memories. For example, they could help explain a different version of RECIPE in
which you do not remember a particular occasion on which you made the cauliflower
dish, but rather an event-kind, such as the many times you made the dish with Yara
and Zara. It is worth emphasizing here that there is no reason to expect one account
to cover all the puzzling cases in the vicinity: on the contrary, there are probably
many overlapping forces that jointly contribute to episodic memory’s and related
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states’ uses across different cases. It is just that forces which do not select for partic-
ularity only explain some cases, and the account developed later in this paper is
needed for others.

Another solution which is instructive to consider is suggested by RECIPE. Episodic
memories are often associated with more generic information, and a good way of
accessing generic information which is hard to recall can be to recall the associated
event. Perhaps episodic memories systematically organize other information in a
useful way. Boyle (2021) develops a version of this thought, articulating features
of episodic memories which aid recall of non-episodic information. For example, inte-
grating information into a spatiotemporal structure and associating information with
irrelevant but distinctive details can aid retrieval. However, as Boyle herself empha-
sizes, these features also show up when merely imagined contexts are associated with
pieces of information, as in the well-known method of loci memorization technique,
where individuals boost their memory for arbitrary facts by associating them with
locations in an imagined space such as a “mind palace.” This suggests that any rich
representation would do the job. Indeed, fictional events might be better, as they could
be tailor-made for this purpose, including more unique and distinctive features. So,
we are still left wondering why we use episodic memories.

Boyle has an answer available: given the way she thinks generic memories are
formed, there will always be an episodic memory ready to hand to associate with
any given piece of information. She appeals to McClelland, McNaughton, and
O’Reilly’s (1995) suggestion that semantic memories are typically formed on the basis
of episodic memories being repeatedly replayed, in order to avoid catastrophic
forgetting. McClelland et al. understand learning as adjusting the weights in a distrib-
uted connectionist network. Changing such a network too rapidly in response to new
experiences can lead its existing knowledge structure to break down, as changes in
any one part of the network require adjustments elsewhere. Such problems can be
avoided through adjusting any given weight only a tiny amount at once, and then
allowing these changes to ramify through the rest of the network. But if the network
only adjusts a tiny amount in response to any new experience, learning requires many
experiences. One solution is to repeatedly replay experiences and incrementally
update in response to each replay, thereby accruing many incremental updates for
each actual experience.

Unfortunately, the idea that forming other memories depends on first storing
episodic memories does not solve our problem on its own. One initial worry is that
it is debatable whether processes like those posited by McClelland, McNaughton, and
O’Reilly (1995) in fact require representations of particular events. Another worry
brings out a new aspect of our puzzle: We often rely on old episodic memories, from
months or years ago. In such cases, including GRENOBLE and RECIPE, we do already
have relevant general representations. We use episodic memories instead of available
general memories. It cannot even be that episodic memories are still used because
they happen to be available for structuring general memories when the latter are
formed. This is because McClelland et al.’s two systems do not neatly correspond
to episodic and semantic memory as understood here, so much as to (i) rapid forma-
tion of short-lived episodic memories, and (ii) all longer-lived memories. Keeping rich
memories of particular events long term requires specially copying them from hippo-
campal into neocortical storage. It is unclear why committing episodic memories to
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long-term storage would make for a better way of organizing other memories than
creating other systems of organization.

In addition to explaining the ubiquitous use of memories for long-past particular
events, we also need to explain richness. One proposal that, without supplementation,
fails this test is the suggestion that episodic memory is useful in unanticipated tasks.
Versions of this view appear in several authors (including S. Campbell 2006; Klein,
Cosmides, Tooby, and Chance 2002; Mar and Spreng 2018; Templer and Hampton
2013). The view also helps motivate one paradigm for episodic memory in animals
— testing for “incidental encoding,” i.e. accessibility of information which does
not seem important at the time of the event (e.g. Fugazza, Pogány, and Miklósi
2016; Fujita, Morisaki, Takaoka, Maeda, and Hori 2012; Zentall, Clement, Bhatt, and
Allen 2001; Zentall, Singer, and Stagner 2008; Zhou, Hohmann, and Crystal 2012).
One particularly useful articulation of such ideas can be found in Boyle’s (2019) paper.
She suggests that episodic memory allows organisms to learn from past events retro-
spectively. One of her examples is reassessing one’s belief that bees do not sting, upon
being unexpectedly stung: retroactively comparing cases of being stung and not being
stung can help one form a subtler belief about the conditions under which bees sting.

Returning to our model of learning about nectar levels helps to appreciate how
particularity is useful for unexpected tasks. Notice that (Eq. 2) is only useful if you
have been updating an estimate Yt�1. If you suddenly need to estimate Ȳ for the first
time, (Eq. 2) will be useless; and if you have been throwing away the data, you will be
stuck. But if you have been storing the particular nectar levels from each occasion, you
could use (Eq. 1).

However, it is not obvious that rich memories unifying many disparate details of
such events would be needed for this. Why not simply store mere lists of univariate
data-points — the levels of nectar on different particular occasions — without
connecting these to or even storing other details? Or take Boyle’s bee case: We do
use episodic memory in such cases. But do we need to? Boyle’s reason for thinking
so seems to rely on assuming that the only possible alternative to episodic memory
would be a simple semantic memory “that bees are sometimes harmful after all”
(Boyle 2019, 246). Yet prima facie, one could instead get by with non-rich semantic
memories about particular bee-related-events, specifying unusual and plausibly
sting-relevant features of the unusual sting-involving events.

To sum up: several accounts explain some uses of episodic memory but far from all,
and others explain some features of episodic memory but other forms of memory also
have those features. We need an account which can reconcile episodic memory’s rela-
tive expensiveness thanks to its being both (1) rich and (2) about particular events,
with (3) its ubiquitous use, even for memories of (4) long past events. My account will
meet these desiderata, partly by combining insights from some of the accounts
already discussed.

5. The usefulness of particularity and richness
This section will complicate the example of nectar levels to show that rich memories
of particular events, including long-past events, are required for what I call
“Unrestricted Learning.” This suggestion combines Boyle’s (2019) emphasis on unan-
ticipated epistemic needs with the idea that certain kinds of learning systematically
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introduce unanticipated epistemic needs for rich representations. Related ideas have
been developed before (Gershman and Daw 2017; Nagy and Orbán 2016). However, I
will do so while consistently distinguishing particularity and richness, and using a
formal framework which renders the point intuitive.5 §6 will extend the proposal
to explain ubiquity, and will also connect the formalism of this section to more
everyday examples of thinking which do not involve consciously and explicitly
engaging in statistical learning.

Taking the mean of previously observed values of some variable — like nectar
levels at a location— is often a good way of predicting future values of that variable.
However, any variable could be interacting in a multitude of ways with any other
variable, and simply calculating the means of each variable individually will miss
these interactions. One way of capturing interactions is regression analysis. A regres-
sion model is an equation giving a predicted value of a target variable Y as a function
of n variables X1, : : : , Xn and at least n�1 parameters a0, : : : ,an. The simplest case will
look like this:

Y � a0 � a1X1 (3)

Here, Y depends on just one variable, X1, and two parameters, ao and a1. This might
be a model that predicts nectar levels solely on the basis of distance from the center of
the garden.

We can fit a regression equation to data. That is, observed combinations of values
of Y and X1, : : : , Xn on particular occasions can be used to estimate the values of
the parameters a0 : : : an, using methods that are similar in spirit to (Eq. 1) or
(Eq. 2). Once we have these, we can simply plug in observations of X1, : : : , Xn to
predict Y — e.g. using distance of a previously unvisited location to predict its
nectar levels.

We might want to complicate our model in a variety of ways. We might want to add
extra variables. Perhaps both location and light levels are relevant to nectar levels:

Y � a0 � a1X1 � a2X2 (4)

We might want to capture non-linear effects. Perhaps the influence of location is
not constant, but instead small changes have tiny effects, whilst larger changes have
disproportionately larger effects:

Y � a0 � a1X1 � a2X2 � a3X2
1 (5)

We might want to include interaction effects capturing how one variable’s effect
on Y is partly mediated by the value of another. Perhaps the influence of location on
nectar level is larger at higher light levels:

Y � a0 � a1X1 � a2X2 � a3X2
1 � a4X1X2 (6)

Complicating the model can increase predictive power, assuming that the world is
more complex than our current model allows—but at a cost. It requires extra compu-
tation; and it requires stretching the limited data we have to estimate more

5 This is not to say that my argument depends on the details of the formal framework used here: for
example, where I talk in terms of traditional linear regression analysis, the same point would hold if we
used a Fourier basis instead, and Nagy and Orbán (2016) make a very similar point using a Mixture of
Gaussians framework.
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parameters. Adding extra parameters too freely introduces the potential for overfit-
ting—introducing so many parameters that the equation spuriously “finds” patterns
in mere noise, patterns which will not generalize beyond the particular observations
used to fit the model.

The net benefits of additional model complexity increase with the amount of data
available. As we gain the data to fit it properly, a more complex model may capture
more of the world’s real complexity, without leading us astray. This means that the
form of our optimal model will change as we gather more data. There are a few ways
of dealing with this.

We could ignore this change and simply fit one model, using extra data to incre-
mentally improve parameter estimates but not changing the structure of the model
itself. This would be relatively simple to implement. But we would be guaranteed to
remain eternally blind to any structure in the data that we did not hypothesize from
the outset.

We could fit multiple models in parallel—one which takes into account light levels,
another with non-linearities etc. This would require a great deal of computation at
every stage and so would be extremely costly, especially with a large number of such
models. We could easily end up updating values for thousands of parameters in thou-
sands of models. And we would still be limited to the finite set of models we actually
chose to fit.

Ideally, we could pursue a different strategy: starting with just one or two simple
models and gradually increasing their complexity, flexibly adding and deleting vari-
ables and testing the resulting models for improvements in performance over their
predecessors, abandoning them if need be. This kind of learning would in principle be
capable of capturing indefinite amounts of complexity in the environment. Rather
than being limited to fitting pre-specified models, it could in principle learn about
any combinations of variables. It would be unrestricted learning.

Something like episodic memory would be crucial to Unrestricted Learning. Such
learning systematically requires estimating parameters that have not already been
estimated. And as we have already seen, this requires access to particular events
— original data points which have not been amalgamated into existing models.
New data can always be collected to fit new models, of course, but practically this
approach would grind to a halt. Each time you tried out a new, fancier model, you
would need to collect enough new data to test it properly. So even trying out a
new model would require collecting as much data as you have already collected
for the current model again, plus some more (as this is a more complex model).
By contrast, using existing stored data points would mean that you could at least
try out potential fancier models, to select some for testing against future data.

Unlike in the case of estimating a mean, remembering rich details about events
will also be important to Unrestricted Learning. To fit or even get preliminary
evidence for models including the interaction of multiple different variables, we need
the values these variables have simultaneously taken on during particular events. And,
for such learning to be unrestricted, it must be capable of learning any combination of
variables, such that we cannot know, at the time of storage, which variables will turn
out to be important. Remembering sequences of values of individual variables will not
be enough: we need access to the values of multiple variables at once.
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6. Explaining ubiquity
Providing data for Unrestricted Learning is a potential use for episodic memory over
other forms of memory. However, the challenge is not to show a potential use, but to
explain ubiquitous usage. Talking about Unrestricted Learning may seem like a worse
solution to this challenge than some of the proposals rejected above. We rarely
consciously think about statistics, and in cases like RECIPE, we are not even trying
to form a new generalization. I will argue, however, that (a) in an important sense,
there are many ordinary uses of episodic memory which should be thought of as
contributing to Unrestricted Learning; and (b) we can explain other ordinary uses
of episodic memory as the natural consequence of a system selected to frequently
engage in the kind of activity described in (a).

We do not consciously build complex statistical models of our environment and
test them against our episodic memories. However, cognitive psychology often posits
computations understood as developing and fitting statistical models which are not
consciously accessible. While the exact role and status of such explanations is hotly
contested, such posits often capture (1) introspectively inaccessible subpersonal proc-
essing; and/or (2) a computational level explanation, specifying the computations a
process is in some sense implicitly “aiming at.”

It may well be that there is unconscious processing which instantiates algorithms
for Unrestricted Learning and which draws on conscious rich remembering of partic-
ular events, much as there is likely to be unconscious statistical learning from
conscious perception. But defending this claim would require testing detailed compu-
tational models with behavioural and neural data, a project beyond the scope of
this paper.

What can be done here is to make (2) plausible, by pointing to commonplace cases
where our introspectively available cognition is drawing on episodic memories to
form new generalizations, and showing how these cases fit the general form of
Unrestricted Learning. Such ordinary cases appear abundant once one seeks them.

In nearly any domain where we try to make sense of a complex system we have
personally experienced, we find it natural to proceed by trying to generalize from
individual experiences with that system, then testing those generalizations against
other memories and new experiences. In trying to figure out details of someone’s
character (including one’s own), it is common to begin by fixating on particular expe-
riences involving that person and trying to generate potential generalizations from
these, before considering these generalizations’ performance across a broader range
of cases. Or in getting to know a complex piece of equipment — a new car, musical
instrument, or computer— it is natural to go back to the details of how it behaved in
some particular situation to try to form new, ever more nuanced, hypotheses about
how it behaves in different conditions. There are other ways to learn about a complex
piece of equipment or person’s character: we can try to theorize using our existing
understanding of the domain, or learn slowly from large amounts of experience. But
thinking through a particular, actual case is likely to be especially quick and efficient,
as it is more likely to generate genuinely promising hypotheses and allow for prelim-
inary testing of that hypothesis, where these other approaches require either more
speculation with less connection to the specifics of the case, or many more
experiences.
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Something looking very much like Unrestricted Learning also occurs when we are
reminiscing or daydreaming about particular past events without any conscious
agenda. We can suddenly make a connection to another issue and gain a potential
new insight. Perhaps you are daydreaming about your wedding day a year ago
and suddenly make a connection to the question of why uncle Bob is reluctant to
go to your Christmas gathering — you remember aspects of his behaviour which
did not make sense at the time but in hindsight could be seen as suggesting he secretly
dislikes aunt Alice. These sorts of cases are particularly suggestive because they are
cases where predicting in advance the form of future models, hence exactly which
features will become relevant to remember, is particularly difficult. Recalling this
particular event may not be the only route to understanding uncle Bob’s behaviour:
perhaps it would also have been possible to guess at based on what you know about
his character in general. But the availability of this alternate route will depend on
which features of your past experience your current general knowledge has
abstracted away from; and in any case, having awareness of particular features of
his past behaviour which can be explained by your new hypothesis but which were
puzzling on your old understanding of the world can provide extra credence to your
new hypothesis.

GRENOBLE can also be understood through the lens of Unrestricted Learning.
Having visited Grenoble several times, you will have formed some generalizations.
These might be good generalizations. But they will have some limits. It is only possible
to have generalized about a limited number of aspects of your experiences, in limited
ways. It may therefore be worth recalling the original experiences to glean more
potential generalizations and to add subtlety to existing generalizations (such as
recognizing that certain generalizations only hold for Grenoble in the summer). It will
be worth having seemingly useless details available about your particular Grenoble-
experiences for such revisions, as it will be impossible to predict in advance which
details will turn out to be useful.

But why have these details at the time that you need to make a decision about visiting,
rather than only when your task is updating your model? The answer might lie in
focusing on ways of enriching your model which are most relevant to your current
decision. There will be many potential revisions to the model. When considering the
experience afresh in light of your current purposes, some of these potential revisions,
concerning previously unconsidered dimensions of the experience, might leap out
as worth examining. For example, that shape you noticed to many of the houses
may, on reflection in light of considering a winter trip, suggest hypotheses about
how well Grenoble is designed for snowy weather.

Considering GRENOBLE through this lens not only helps us understand why we
often recall irrelevant details during decision-making, but also brings out another
noteworthy feature of such cases. We need not, and often do not, simply generalize
from a particular recollected experience and directly decide on that basis. We often at
least implicitly test any new generalizations against other sources of evidence
(including other memories), and perhaps are disposed to remember counterexamples.
This is not to say that we are optimal in our use of episodic memories after all:
we often are too driven by a meager diet of cases. But not to the extent we might
think when first considering the puzzle.
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Focusing on Unrestricted Learning also improves on Boyle’s (2019) account,
although they are superficially similar in this sort of case: while Boyle also pointed
to the use of such memories for unexpected revisions to our beliefs, she did not
clearly distinguish particularity and richness, and hence underestimated the potential
for alternatives to episodic memory. We can now see that such alternatives would not
do the job required for Unrestricted Learning. Rich memories might suggest hypoth-
eses, but need to be particular for even preliminary testing, or they will miss out on
data that has been smoothed to conform to existing models; and particular memories
can only be used for testing unpredictable hypotheses about interactions between
variables if they are rich.

One reason generalization from cases can be too hasty is that not all cases are alike.
And it would be too hasty for us to think that all cases can be explained similarly to
GRENOBLE. RECIPE does not involve a new generalization at all. Rather, episodic
memory is used to help recall a specific generalization (the recipe) which has already
been formed. However, we can shed light on such cases by combining the point about
the systematic usefulness of episodic memory for Unrestricted Learning with Boyle’s
(2021) points about memory organization.

Boyle’s insight was that episodic memories can be used to structure access to other
forms of information. The main problem with her account was that it lacked a satis-
fying reason why episodic memory (especially for long-past events) should be used for
this rather than other rich representations. We can now solve this problem. It is
useful to have a system which is poised to use episodic memory for Unrestricted
Learning. This means having plentiful easily available episodic memories, including
some of long-past events. Indeed, it would make sense to design the system so that
whenever a task arises which is not solvable by an immediately accessible stored solu-
tion, relevant episodic memories are brought to mind in case Unrestricted Learning is
called for — as it will not be possible to reliably predict exactly when this will be. The
system’s being so poised changes the relative costs of using episodic memory versus
constructing a new fictional event. So memory organization will often make use of the
former.

This brings out a broader point: given a system poised for using episodic memories
in Unrestricted Learning, such memories will often be readily available, and we are
well-practised in using them. And this can make episodic memory convenient to use
even for tasks where other forms of memory would otherwise be more appropriate.
Therefore, the potential solutions to the puzzle which were dismissed above because
other forms of memory are better suited to the tasks in question (e.g. the computa-
tional models like Lengyel and Dayan (2007) which only seemed to require richness)
might still capture why we use episodic memory for certain tasks, given that episodic
memory is already ubiquitous. Accounts which do not explain ubiquity on their own,
meanwhile, such as Hoerl and McCormack’s (2016) regret account, may explain
further uses of episodic memory.

Our being poised for Unrestricted Learning may explain aspects of cognitive lives
well beyond episodic memory. For instance, we are often more effective when
thinking about abstract issues in terms of concrete cases rather than directly using
generalizations. The best way to introduce abstract theories to students is often in
terms of particular cases, and we often think about complex social patterns in terms
of particular historical precedents. This may be because we are well-practiced in
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thinking about particular cases. And this, in turn, may be at least in part driven by our
being poised to use episodic memory for Unrestricted Learning.

7. Objections and replies
One might worry about various aspects of this account. However, far from under-
mining it, the most compelling objections to the proposal will turn out to provide
reasons for further developing it.

Unrestricted Learning would benefit from remembering all the details of all events
ever encountered. Fitting complicated regressions would ideally be done with as
much data as possible. And yet we do not seem to episodically remember every detail
of every event in our lives. We do throw away a lot of data. Is this a problem for a view
which says episodic memory is important because it is used for such processes?

No. I emphasized above that episodic memory is expensive. There are trade-offs
between remembering as much as possible for Unrestricted Learning, and not remem-
bering too much given other goals. Further research would explore these trade-offs in
detail, and how they might shape what we remember — following an active field of
empirical (e.g. Chen, Cook, and Wagner 2015; Rouhani, Norman, and Niv 2018) and
modelling (e.g. Benna and Fusi 2021; Lu, Hasson, and Norman 2022; Mattar and
Daw 2018) work on related questions.

One might also worry that human episodic memory is too unreliable to be used as
data for any sort of useful model-building. Psychologists have found numerous ways
(reviewed in Loftus 2005; Roediger 1996) of inducing subjects to make memory errors,
and even confabulating entire events. If subjects routinely make such errors, it is hard
to see how episodic memory could be useful for even preliminary testing of compli-
cated models.

It is questionable, however, just how routine and serious such mistakes are in
normal contexts. Although there are some well-known cases of subjects misremem-
bering details in high-stakes scenarios (Neisser 1981), most of the best-known exper-
imental effects only occur in unnatural conditions, given certain kinds of prompting.
It may be best to think of memory errors on the model of perceptual illusions
(Roediger 1996); and in neither case does the fact that we can reliably induce mistakes
imply that the process is particularly unreliable, let alone too unreliable to be of
epistemic use (Michaelian 2016). Again, there is a fruitful question for computational
modelling here, namely determining just how much reliability is required for
different functions. Computational modelling has already revealed a relevant result:
Lu, Hasson, and Norman (2022) show (Appendix 2) that an artificial network can learn
to rely on memories less in situations where they are likely to mislead, especially if
the costs of error are high.

A more sophisticated version of this objection would point out that the details of
experimentally-induced memory confabulation imply reconstruction of a particular
kind—reconstruction influenced by one’s current model of the environment. Does
this pose a problem for using episodic memory to expand on those very models?

Not an insurmountable one. While the details of how reconstruction works in
memory are complex and debated, we can be confident of this much: in typical cases,
the reconstructed episodic memory at the moment of recall will be based on existing
models in addition to event-specific information. We do not simply have a model
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confirming that its predictions about a scenario are borne out by its own predictions
about that scenario. For example, while you might have a general belief that Uncle
Clive is grumpy and snobbish, you might also remember a particular occasion when
he donned a Hawaiian shirt and let his hair down. Presumably, in remembering this
event, your brain does some reconstruction based on other generalizations about
Uncle Clive, such as a specification of his precise facial features and his typical turns
of phrase, but for the unique aspects of the situation, it draws on a memory trace or
source of information specifying that he really did those things that one time, over-
riding the general belief.

A different worry is that we do not really need memories for particular events for
Unrestricted Learning: why would memory for particular people, places, objects, etc.
not provide raw data in our sense— connections to the world beyond those old theo-
ries which we are trying to overcome? Recall that in general, generic memories
cannot do the job as well as particular memories because they lose the most relevant
data in their construction, by smoothing out variance between cases left unexplained
by the previous model. This will mean that memories for particular people will be
more likely to be useful for Unrestricted Learning — by containing such to-be-
explained variance — than memories generalizing across all people. My current
model of people in general might be one that paints humans in general as loving
flowers, but my uncle David might provide an exception which may prove illumi-
nating. Yet notice also that particular events are in a relevant sense more particular
than particular people. Memories for particular people will typically be extracted
from multiple particular events involving that person, while memories for particular
events involving multiple people will not usually average over these different people.
Memory for particular events will hence typically be even more granular, even less
smoothed out: I might remember not only that Uncle David does hate flowers, but
that on his 50th birthday he enjoyed a certain species of orchid. And this might turn
out to be key to understanding the exception to our general rule.

We might think that rather than developing one extremely complicated model of
the world, the mind uses a collection of overlapping, simpler models (as suggested by
Aronowitz 2019; Lu, Hasson, and Norman 2022). However, it is not clear how distinct
this approach really is, at least from the zoomed-out perspective at which episodic
memory is useful for Unrestricted Learning. If we have multiple models, there will
be a pattern to our use of these different models to different extents on different
occasions, and we can think of this pattern as (at least implicitly) instantiating a func-
tion determining when each model is used. We can treat Unrestricted Learning as
determining this function: making decisions about whether to add or modify models
to the overall repertoire, and how to use different models. Such decisions will be
subject to the same constraints as in regular Unrestricted Learning, requiring rich
representation of particular past events for parallel reasons.

8. Conclusion
Let us return to the desiderata from §3. We need an account which can reconcile
episodic memory’s relative expensiveness thanks to its being both (1) rich and
(2) about particular events, with (3) its ubiquitous use, even for memories of (4) long
past events. Unrestricted Learning points to such an account. (1) Episodic memory
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needs to be rich so that it can allow the generation and at least partial testing of new
hypotheses about the interaction of variables whose interaction has not been consid-
ered in general terms before. (2) It needs to be about particular events because it
needs to act like raw data: amalgamating information from different events embeds
existing generalizations and undermines possibilities for new generalizations.
(3) It needs to be ubiquitous if the system is to be constantly poised for the possibility
of learning new generalizations, and if it is so ubiquitous and available, it will become
the easiest (if often suboptimal) option for many other tasks. (4) It needs to sometimes
be about long-past events, because we can never assume that we have absorbed all the
lessons from some long-past event and that the rest is noise. In light of Unrestricted
Learning, it is no longer puzzling that episodic memory is used the way it is. Instead,
episodic memory is revealed as a crucial part of radically flexible cognition and
general intelligence. While I do not claim to have conclusively established that
episodic memory is shaped by the factors I suggest, there are many opportunities
for developing and testing these ideas using tools from the burgeoning field of
computational modelling of memory and the use of such models for interpreting
and guiding empirical experiments.
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